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ESG AS EXTERNAL METRIC: FOCUSING ON THE ‘S’
Around the world, the connection between social impact and corporate stewardship is being
recognized as an inherent part of a company’s business plan and mission. As stated in a report by
Acumen and IKEA Social Entrepreneurship,
“Businesses across the globe play an increasing role in contributing to — and solving — some of the
most complex problems of our time. Many are making ambitious commitments to make the world
fairer, more inclusive, and environmentally sustainable, and are integrating these goals into their
decision-making and business operations.”
In the U.S., companies’ main historic focus on ESG (environmental, social and governance) programs
has been on environmental goals, especially for ﬁnancial institutions that have deep investments in
energy companies and are under pressure to respond to climate change. An additional focus on
governance is emerging as companies put forth public goals on DEI initiatives that uncover their
commitments to racial and gender equity. Regulators are paying increased attention to these
initiatives; the CFPB has recently released a report that outlines standards for diversity and inclusion
programs at banks based on asset size. These developments stress the importance of a company’s
place in its community and society, recognizing the inﬂuence that large corporations have on the
people, land, and infrastructure they interact with–in potentially positive and negative ways.
And yet, the majority of these goals are in fact internal to a company’s operations. They focus on
investment strategies, hiring and promotion practices, Board memberships, product development, and
building and development standards. With a heavy emphasis on the “E” in ESG and a lesser but
emerging focus on the “G,” there is a ripe opportunity to broaden what ESG is really about, especially
for ﬁnancial institutions–with an external lens that emphasizes the “S.”
See an overview of SpringFour’s ESG impact in partnership with ﬁnancial institutions here.
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SOCIAL IMPACT IS IMPORTANT TO SHAREHOLDERS
Financial services companies play an integral role in their customers’ lives, including outside of the
deposit or loan relationship. While the ﬁnancial services industry has steeped itself in the ﬁnancial
health space over the last decade or so, the connection between ﬁnancial health programming and
ESG has yet to be fully ﬂeshed out. If ﬁnancial institutions begin to think about the ways that they work
with external partners–ﬁntechs, nonproﬁts, foundations, and others–to create a more just and
equitable social fabric in their communities, they can help regulators, shareholders and consumers
see a broader picture of what ESG is and how companies can, and should, be a positive force in their
communities. But to do this, they need to expand their thinking about how they deﬁne ESG.
Indeed, according to European Business Review,
“one-off interventions don’t shift organizational culture…this really must start from the top – it needs
to be a clear company strategy, with ESG goals integrated into business objectives across the
organization…The reality is that ESG reporting is often a rhetorical exercise, and unless it is linked to
the core business and strategy, it will never go beyond that.”
Here at SpringFour, we have seen how the partnerships that we have built have become an integral
part of the story that our clients, including large banks, tell their shareholders about the important
work that they do. In May of 2022, SpringFour was highlighted at BMO Financial Group’s annual
shareholder meeting:
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PARTNERSHIPS ARE SOCIAL IMPACT
It has become increasingly clear that consumers want, and demand, that their ﬁnancial institutions
play a larger role in their lives. For example, families by and large want trusted organizations to help
them through a ﬁnancial crisis. A 2020 survey conducted by SpringFour found that while only a small
percentage of low and moderate income households were aware of ﬁnancial resources available in
their communities that could help them save money on household expenses, the vast majority--over
80%--were interested in getting such resources from their ﬁnancial institution.
Indeed, many ﬁnancial services companies are engaging in ﬁntech partnerships, but it is a new
proposition to integrate the outcomes of these partnerships into ESG reporting. SpringFour wants to
change that. Companies can, and increasingly are beginning to, proactively utilize existing technology
through partnerships with ﬁntechs like SpringFour to further their customers’ ﬁnancial health–and to
take credit for this good work through inclusion of such partnerships in their ESG reports. For
example, in its 2020 Social Impact report, OppFi included metrics on SpringFour referrals when
describing the work they are doing to build their customers’ ﬁnancial health.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE IS SOCIAL IMPACT
SpringFour’s social impact designation is reﬂective of its
mission to work with ﬁnancial institutions to improve
customers’ ﬁnancial health and provide millions of
referrals to local nonproﬁt and government resources for
families facing ﬁnancial challenges. One way to expand
thinking on ESG is to recognize how providing customers
with exemplary service that acknowledges struggles they
might be facing in their lives can have signiﬁcant social
impact. SpringFour’s annual user survey highlights the
positive impact that utilizing our professional tool, S4pro,
has on brand value, customer service and retention:

Beyond this, companies are recognizing that SpringFour enables them to improve customer service in
a way that actively helps promote customers’ ﬁnancial health. Mariner Finance focused on this aspect
of its relationship with SpringFour–empowering customers– in its 2021 ESG report.
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KEEPING PEOPLE IN THEIR HOMES IS SOCIAL IMPACT
According to a recent survey by the Financial Health Network,
▷ 32% of all respondents said they had trouble paying their rent or mortgage
▷ 47% of respondents could not pay all their bills on time at least once in the past 12 months
The Network’s study shows that these ﬁnancial challenges have a signiﬁcant impact on individuals’
performance and productivity at work, highlighting the domino effect that one ﬁnancial stressor can
have on multiple areas of a families’ life. At SpringFour, we know very well how one missed bill can
lead to a cascade of other ﬁnancial challenges, especially if a family is having trouble making a large
payment like a housing payment. On the ﬂip side, having access to resources that can help families
pay for other basic necessities like food, utility costs, and health care, can make it that much easier
for a family to stay current on their rent or mortgage.
Every day, we see the impact of the fact that families often forgo other basic necessities in order to
pay their mortgage and not lose their homes. Thus, mortgage assistance is crucial for families who
own their homes and are experiencing ﬁnancial hardship in any environment. This assistance is
especially needed in times of widespread ﬁnancial disruption. The provision of services that can help
keep homeowners aﬂoat is a crucial aspect of social impact that is increasingly being recognized by
ﬁnancial institutions. To this end, M&T Bank included SpringFour in its 2021 ESG report as an integral
part of its programs to keep families in their homes:
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MISSION IS SOCIAL IMPACT
Finally, organizations that have social missions are inherently engaged in social impact. Recognizing
the value of being a positive force in the community is a cultural value that shapes every aspect of
what a corporation is trying to do; it is weaved into its business decisions by design. When
corporations with social missions partner with other companies that are in alignment with their
mission, the social impact is signiﬁcant. SpringFour’s longtime partner, Oportun, recognized this in its
2021 Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report, Oportun highlighted the many areas of need
that SpringFour helped its customers with through targeted referrals, and speciﬁcally noted that we all
are better able to provide ﬁnancial health impact when we work together:
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We know that there are a variety of things that ﬁnancial services companies are already doing that
show a commitment to the “S” in ESG. The value of a partnership with SpringFour is that, by working
together, we can amplify the impact that we have in our communities through a concerted effort to
center families’ ﬁnancial health, which in turn has a positive effect on our communities as a whole.
SpringFour is proud of its track record in working with clients to highlight ESG and social impact–it is
the right thing to do, and it is the future.
See an overview of SpringFour’s ESG impact in partnership with ﬁnancial institutions here.

“Financial services’ increased focus on ESG is extremely positive, and we are proud that so
many are turning to SpringFour to ramp up those efforts and achieve measurable impact.
Through our suite of ﬁnancial health technology solutions, organizations are prioritizing their
customers’ ﬁnancial health, helping households regain their footing and make their
payments. This beneﬁts customers, their institutions, and our communities at large.”
–Rochelle Gorey, CEO, SpringFour
“We are driven to support every facet of need in the markets we serve, delivering the
capabilities of a larger bank with the care and empathy of a local institution. SpringFour is a
like-minded partner. Their platform allows us to offer customers an easy way to locate local
resources to address ﬁnancial challenges and help them achieve ﬁnancial wellness, so we
can make a difference in their lives.”
–Richard Gold, CEO, M&T Bank
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